Introduction
The efficiency of syntactic analysis by using a set of rewriting rules is greatly influenced by the order or the arrangement of the rules for the application.
There are some trials which subdivide the set of rules into subsets and specify the sequence of rule applications, thus avoiding the useless rule applicagions [i] . But the subdivision of the rule set and the specification of the sequence of rule applications are not so easy for the establishment of the most efficient analysis system.
We have developed a rewriting rule system which can manipulate arbitrary list of trees. The control mechanism of this system can adjust the weight of the rewriting rules, and can analyze the most plausible sentential structure f t, thus realizing the fast syntact analysis. The system learns (so to s[ ) the weight of importance of the reutiting rules during the analysis of~ input sentences.
I. Objectives of the Parser
We designed a new syntactic analysis system (a parser) with the following objectives.
(i) The function of rewriting rules must be powerful enough to handle a list of trees and to express transformational rules, (2) All the possible sentential structures must be obtained for an input sentence in the sequence that the most plausible one is analyzed first.
(3) The analysis must be efficient enough for practical applications. (4) The syntactic parser must have a learning mechanism as to the application sequences of rewriting rules to obtain the efficiency of analysis.
Method of Analysis
The input data for this parser is assumed as a word sequence which is the output of a morphological analysis. The output from this parser is a tree structure. The analysis is controlled by the best-first graph-searching technique about the rule applications.
Description of Rewriting Rules
The rewriting rules transform a list of trees into a list of trees. An example of the rewriting rule in this parser is shown in Fig. 1 . It shows that if there is a symbol sequence composed of a tree not-V(erb), a tree N(oun) P(hrase), a tree C(ase-particle), and a tree not-A(dverbial)-P(article) in this order, this is transformed into a tree NP-C.
NP: Noun Phrase C:Case-particle V: Verb AP: AdverbialParticle The right side of rewriting rules is a matching pattern which is to be found in the given input symbol string. Table 1 shows the function symbols to describe the matching patterns. By using these function symbols, it is possible to specify the repetition of pattern elements, to assign data to a variable, and so on. Tt is also of xl, .
•., xn is matched to a tree. Matching succeeds if x is not matched to a tree. The value Of the function: fn whose arguments are xl,
• --t xn.
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The left side of rewriting rules is a creation pattern of new syntactic structures. Table 2 shows the function symbols for structure creation.
Userdefined functions can also be used to check certain relations in this creation pattern.
We can generate an arbitrary tree structure by this rewriting rule system. Each rewriting rule has a weight {basic score) and a function (fittedness function).
The basic score is a static weighting measure which ~e-flects the importance of a rule co~-pared to the other ruleG of the same category.
The basic score is adjusted by a learning process which will be explained in section 3. The 'fittedness function gives a dynamic weighting measure which expresses the fittedness of the rule application to a sentential structure.
The function is a userdefined one which can use the data in both the right side and the left sides of the rewriting rules.
The basic score and the fittedness function are used for the sequence control of rule applications in the bestfirst graph-searching, which is the essential strategy to get the most plausible structural analysis first. This structure is represented by a list of trees. We call this structure as a LOT {List of Trees).
Flow of Analysis
An analysis step is an application of a rewriting rule to a LOT as shown in Fig. 4 . which changes the content of the LOT.
Fig. 4 Progress of an analysis
To obtain the result of an analysis one by one in the order of plausibility, we use the best-first graph-searchlng technique. If we regard a LOT as a node in a search graph, the new LOT created by the application of a rewriting rule to an old LOT is a sistee node. When several rules are applicable to a LOT or the rule has several left sides, the same number of sister nodes are created from one mother node. The progress of analysis can be represented by an expansion tree (in general, by a graph) as shown in Fig.  5 .
Fig. 5 Search tree
This tree can be regarded as a search tree. We expand the node which has the highest evaluation value (the score assigned to the LOT} first. The expansion is the application of a rewriting rule to a LOT. The evaluation value is obtained by the summation of the following four values: (1) the evaluation value of the mother node. (2 the basic score which is attached to the applied rule. (3) The detail of the rule application sequence to a LOT which is selected by the best-first graph-searching technique is the following order= (1) From left elements of the LOT. {2) FrOm the rule which has the longest right side. (3) From the rule whose basic score is the largest. To speed up the rule applications, matching patterns which are right sides of rewriting rules are reconstructed in a tree structure such as shown in Fig.  7 .
original reconstructed rewriting rules rewriting rules
F ->G Fig. 7 Reconstruction of rewriting rules
In Fig. 7 , if the first element of the LOT does not match with A, we do not need to test the rules rl -r3. So the rule r4 alone is tested for the application. By this reconstruction, the number of rules which are to be applied to a LOT is decreased qrately.
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Pruning Rule
This parser is essentially a bottom-up parser, and there are cases that unnecessary expansions are executed.
To minimize such unnecessery expansions, we introduced a mechanism of pruning such unnecessary nodes by certain pruning ~ules.
For example, in the analysis of Japanese svntenc~ there must be ~ome verb phrase= (%~) to the right of a noun phrase (ME}, so %~e use the pruning rule shown in The p~un!ng rules are described by matching patterns just the same as the right side of re~rit!ng rules° They are matched with the whole LOT at the time that a LOT is created.
If a pruning rule matches with the LOT, the node is pruned. (2) is essggned the value: +!~ as the SP-sco~:eo These t~o vaiue~ mean that~ when th~ main verb is V-~A, th~ first NP-C ha£ tendency to be related to the main verb rather than to the first embedded verb.
This SPscore is added to the evaluation value explained in section 2.2. Therefore~ analysis (1) takes precedence over anal-, sis (2) in hhis case. The sentential pattern whose SPscore is positive has at least one correct analysls. And a sequence of rule appllcatlon~ to the sententlal structure is guaranteed.
S~-rules represent this sequence.
However, it is not evident whether the sententlal pattern whose SP-score is negative has correct analyses, because it has at least one incorrect analysis.
So we do not attach any SP-rule to it. SP-rule in Fig. I0 shows that we can get a correct analysis, if we apply rule-i -rule-4 to the LOT. Each LOT is compared to sentential patterns from the first element of the LOT.
The LOT is regarded as matched if the first part of the LOT matches a The parser changes the scores of sentential pattern, rewriting rules and SP-scores in the following way~ 3. Supervised Learning of Basic Scores, (i) Increase the scores of the rewrit-SP-scores and SP-rules ing rules and SP-scores on the path I from the root node to the successTo increase the efficiency of the ful node, and those on the pathes analysis, the parser controls basic which flow into the successful scores attached to rewriting rules, pathes. SP-scores and SP-rules.
It is not easy (2) Decrease the scores of the rewritfor rule writers to assign scores to ing rules and SP-scores on the rewriting rules and to sentential first arcs of the pathes which flow patterns, and also to write SP-rules out the successful pathes. for a sentential pattern.
We tried to SP-rules are gathered for each adjust these scores and to get SP-rules sentential pattern on the successful by the supervised learning in which the pathes by using the information in the user teaches the correctness of an asearch graph. nalysis to the parser. To see the efficiency improvement of the analysis from the contribution o£ basic scores, SP-scOres and SP-rules are not used. The initial order of the rewriting rules is determined by random numbers. The initial basic scores are set the same value I for all rules. We adjusted basic scores 4 times, every time after 20 sentences for learning are analysed. We corpared the CPU-tlmes of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th analyses to the CPU-tlme of the let analysis. The result is shown in Table 3 . 
Experiment 2 -The Effec~ of SP-sonres and SP-rules
The learning of the SP~scores and SP-rules are done by enalys~ng the se~ of sample sentences once (20 Sentences selected amon 9 153 sentences r~n~ly}. Then the analysis of the set o~ 3~mpAe sentences (153 sentences) is d~e wit/~ and without using SP-soo~e~ ~ S~-
rules.
The result of the experiment is in Table 4 . (The values are the ratio of th~ analysis time with SP-scoree and S~ rules to the analysis time withoul them.)
About 200 sententlal patterns are extracted frc, n the 20 sample sentences for learning. SP-zules are very useful for the sentences which have the same sententlal patterns, because the zewriting rules and their application sequence in the analysis of the sententlal pattern can be obtained from SPrules which are defined from the past analysis, and no more trial search is necessary. 27.5% o£ sample sentences have the same ssntentlal patterns as the sentences foe learning. This n~ans that s(~e documents l~ke a computer manual contain very similar se~ences. Sententlal patterns and SP-rules are useful £or the analysis o£ such documents.
Conclusion
The experiments to examine the effect of lea~nlng are performed. The results of ~he experiment shows that SP-rules a~ very useful. Th~s ~eans that ~hls p~Eser can learn the s~yle of the sentences an~ can increase the ef£1c~ncy of &nalyels when the sententlal structures o£ the texts in the partlcular field are ~estricted.
This parser is implemente~ ~ LZSP on ~ACOM M-2O0 in Com~uter Cen~eE o£ Kyoto University.
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